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Samurai Jack CYOA

Intro
“Long ago in a distant land, I, Aku, the shape shifting master of darkness,

unleashed an unspeakable evil. But a foolish samurai warrior wielding a magic
sword stepped forth to oppose me. Before the final blow was struck, I tore open a

portal in time, and flung him into the future where my evil is law. Now the fool
seeks to return to the past and undo the future that is Aku.”

Well, someone certainly likes to hear himself talk. Anyway, welcome to the weird and 
incredibly dangerous world of Samurai Jack. This place is actually earth, but it's been twisted 
by centuries of corruption and alien influence. Fantastic technology exists alongside ancient 
magic, and humanity now shares its home with hundreds of different sentient species.  

You'll be spending the next ten years on this crazy planet, watch out for your head, and try to 
stay out of Aku's notice. Or don't. You have 1000cp to spend. 

  
Background
You have the option of gaining a new life and a whole new set of memories from this world. 
Having a new life here will give you many invaluable resources and allies to start with, along 
with many new memories that will greatly improve your chances of survival.   
1. Drop-In: If you really don't want to have a life or history in this world, then you can 

choose to be dropped off in the middle of nowhere instead. While this option won't 
give you any new allies or insight into this world, it will let you stay free of any new and 
conflicting emotions that may come with the other backgrounds.

2. Bounty Hunter: You're one of the many, MANY “professional” killers for hire that 
now roam the planet looking for work. You've had to deal with dangerous situations on 
a daily basis

3. Treasure Hunter: You grew up traveling all over the place. You've been to every 
continent on the planet at least once, and you've seen many weird, wonderful and 
terrible things in your travels. Your experiences have given you insight into the many 
treasures that exist on this world, and now you're finally ready to go looking for them.

4. Monster Hunter: You've spent your life hunting the wild creatures that roam 
outside your rural settlement. Life has been peaceful for the most part, bounty hunters 
only stop by to rest and resupply, raider and bandit attacks have always been repulsed, 
and Aku's minions rarely ever bother you. A lot of people enjoy this monotonous life, 
but maybe it's time you head out and search for bigger and better beasts to hunt?   



Body Type
In addition to selecting a background, you must also decide what kind of creature you are. 
Humans and other sentient creatures can be found in virtually every aspect of society. 
Androids and other synthetic beings are usually servants, but some possess free will and live 
in their own settlements. Monsters can be anything from near human outsiders to animalistic 
loners, and demons are the sadistic servants of Aku. 
1. Humanoid [0cp]: You're either a human, or one of the many strange creatures that 

exist on this planet. Your body proportions must remain within a reasonable range, 
(I.E; No giant or fairy sized forms.) and no matter what species you pick your physical, 
mental, spiritual, and magical abilities will be no more powerful than a regular humans. 

Either Roll 1d8+19 for age and keep your current gender, or pay 50cp to determine 
both. Age must remain withing roll range. 

2. Android [0cp]: You look and act like a full grown human, but underneath your skin 
you're really a machine. Your mechanical form doesn't give you any new powers or 
abilities and you'll have to maintain yourself just as you would any other machine. 

Either Roll 1d8+2 for age and keep your current gender, or pay 50cp to determine both. 
Age must remain withing roll range.

3. Monster [200cp]: You're regarded as an abomination by the “normal” denezins of 
this world. There's nothing wrong with you mentally, but something about your 
appearance makes you seem completely inhuman and terrifying.

Either Roll 1d8+19 for age and keep your current gender, or pay 50cp to determine 
both. Age must remain withing roll range. 

4. Demon [200cp]: You were either spawned by Aku, or born from some other pit of 
ancient evil. Your form in entirely magical, you don't need food or drink and you can go 
without sleep as well. Most living things will be terrified of you, but some may try to kill
you for one reason or another. 

Either Roll 1d8*100 for age and keep your current gender, or pay 50cp to determine 
both. Age must remain withing roll range. 



Starting Location
1. North America:
2. Egypt:
3. Japan:
4. Northern Europe: 
5. Southern Europe:
6. China:
7. Arabia:
8. Free Choice:

Skills and Abilities
Humanoids and Androids can select up to 200cp worth of skills for free.
1. Empathy [50cp]: 
2. Interpretation [50cp]:
3. Crafting [50cp]:
4. Navigation [50cp]:
5. Sailing [50cp]:
6. Cooking [50cp]: 
7. Acrobatics [100cp]:
8. Stealth [100cp]:
9. Engineering [100cp]: 
10. Thievery [100cp]:
11. Strategy [100cp]: 
12. Archery [150cp]:
13. Swordsmanship [150cp]:
14.Marksmanship [150cp]:
15.Martial-arts [150cp]:



Powers
Monsters and Demons receive one 200cp power for free, and discounts on all other powers.
1. Enhanced Strength [200cp]:
2. Enhanced Agility [200cp]:
3. Enhanced Reflexes [200cp]:
4. Enhanced Durability [200cp]:
5. Natural Weapon [400cp]:
6. Shapeshifting [400cp]: You possess the ability to change into any creature or 

humanoid you can imagine, however, you do not receive any of the supernatural 
powers or abilities of what you change into. Also, your alternate forms are clearly 
distinguishable from their counterparts. You'll retain a noticeable color scheme across 
all your forms, and you will be unable to emulate exact details unless you spend a 
significant amount of time designing a new form in your mind. 

7. Flight/levitation [400cp]:
8. Energy Beams [400cp]: You can fire powerful lasers out of your hands or eyes.
9. Resurrection [600cp]: You're able to fire beams of necromantic energy that can 

transform intact dead bodies into undead monsters. These creatures possess no 
intelligence or emotion, and will viciously attack any living thing they see. Bodies that 
you revive must possess all their limbs, and any slain undead cannot be revived.

10. Teleportation [600cp]: 
11. Elemental affinity [600cp]: You possess the ability to survive in a single natural 

element and manipulate it to some degree.
12. Summoning [600cp]: Once per day you can summon a single creature or 

individual – whom you've personally killed – that will remain active and bound to your 
will until they're either defeated or you decide to banish them. You can only have one 
summon active at a time, but you may keep an unlimited collection of creatures and 
individuals to summon. 



Items and Equipment
1. Signature Outfit [Free]: A simple set of clothing made from common materials. 

No matter how often this outfit gets destroyed, you'll always be able to repair or 
replace it yourself. It consists of basic yet comfortable attire – like a hat, robes and 
sandals – made out of resources that would be easy to find in any world.

2. Artificial Gills [50cp]: 
3. Money [50cp]:
4. Maps [50cp]:
5. ??? [100cp]: (Discount Drop-In)
6. ??? [100cp]: (Free Bounty Hunter)
7. ??? [100cp]: (Free Treasure Hunter)
8. ??? [100cp]: (Free Monster Hunter)
9. Enchanted Weapon [500cp]: A ranged or melee weapon with a divine 

enchantment placed upon it. This weapon is absolutely indestructible, and is capable of
harming supernatural creatures that are normally immune to mundane weaponry.  
Additionally, you may select a moral alignment for the weapon, (Chaotic, good, evil, 
etc.) creatures of the opposite alignment will be dealt additional damage, and 
individuals of the matching alignment will be completely immune to harm. You may 
freely import any personal weapon you already have to be enchanted instead.  

Drawbacks
If you really desire more points, then you can select up to +600cp worth of drawbacks from 
the options below. 
1. Wanted [+100cp]: You have an insanely huge bounty on your head. You won't be 

able to go near any settlement without attracting at least a single bounty hunter who'll 
try to kill you. People will always come after you regardless of your reputation.

2. Bloodless Violence [+100cp]: You'll be unable to will yourself to kill any sentient 
being for the next ten years, unless it is either a robot or a demon. If you chose the 
demon body type, then you'll be unable to harm other demons, and if you chose the 
robot body type you'll be unable to harm other robots.  

3. ??? [+100cp]:
4. Sam-Moo-Rhai:
5. GREAT FLAMING EYEBROWS: 
6. Sick [+300cp]: Your body has been infected with a tiny piece of Aku. It will slowly 

take over your body and mind, making your more and more mentally unstable until 
you're completely consumed by it and transformed into a corrupted doppelganger of 
Aku himself. Only individuals with a strong spirit will be able to resist, and perhaps 
eventually overcome this evil.   



7. You Ain’t the One [+300cp]: There's a massive blue skinned behemoth following 
you. This individual believes that you're a threat to “The chosen one” and has been 
given the task of hunting you down and eliminating you. This guy will be immune to 
pretty much everything you throw at him, his kind has been show to take both magical 
and mundane attacks without a scratch, and not even explosives seem to hurt him. You 
won't be able to negotiate with this guy either, he's been given a job to do and he's 
going to do it. Your best option here may be to just run.  

8. Worthy Prey [+300cp]: Immediately after arriving in this world, you'll be attacked 
by four imakandi hunters. The imakandi are feline aliens that possess unparalleled 
tracking skills, and are regarded as the greatest hunters in the entire galaxy. This group 
believes that you can give them a worthy hunt and will pursue you relentlessly until 
you're captured. If you decide to kill your pursuers, another group will simply take their 
place, each one even more driven to capture you. 

Outro 
• Back to the Past:
• Stay in the Present:
• Into the Future:

Notes
1. You cannot use any form of time travel you come across. 


